Suffering: A Differentiation
i am proposing that one solid black line divides all the different kinds of degrees of suffering into two most different classes. there is a first class of suffering -those kinds of suffering with which we are generally familiar in palliative care -for which definite modalities of palliation, be these of a medical, physiological, psychological, surgical, social, or spiritual nature, exist and are utilized wherever highstandard palliative care exists. of course, excellent palliative care is far short of being available to all in need, and even for those who have access to such care the relief offered so often falls short of what is needed and desired. there is, indeed, an ongoing high burden of unrelieved or inadequately relieved suffering in this first class of suffering, for which some sort of palliation has been developed.
there is another class of suffering for which there seems to be no palliation or relief available, or even at all conceivable. this is a suffering arising within the dark-shadow sides of all the ordinary and even extraordinary wonders, joys, achievements, pains, disappointments, and losses bound to the fact of being alive, of being human, and of being finite and limited. this second class of suffering is integral to, and identical to, the human condition.
the hypothesis being explored in this editorialmeditation is that there is a form of human suffering so deeply and intimately intertwined with all the strands of our being, and of our being human, that it can only be approximately named. at the moment, the term "existential" is the closest approximation i can come up with to identify this form of suffering and mark it off from all the multitudinous other forms of suffering for which some forms of palliation have been, or are being, innovated.
Embarrassingly, at this moment in the ex ploratory meditation, this hypothesized, unique form of suffering, tentatively named "existential," is an unknown; undescribed, unconceptualized, and unexplained. is this hypothesized suffering a reality at all? does it have any identifiable link to the title's bold, perhaps even outrageous, assertion that we humans all die unfinished?
Existential Suffering? if there is a unique form of suffering linked to our dying unfinished, a form of suffering here tentatively name "existential," it is, to my knowledge, currently an unknown. So it cannot now be defined. Yet we can approach an understanding of what this suffering could possibly be by following a heuristic method (4) . the key, simple idea of this method is: We do not know what this suffering really is, or even if it really exists, but the suffering we seek to understand is one that reflects the following list of characteristics. the method then proceeds to specify some of these characteristics.
a first characteristic i highlight here is that this unique form of suffering linked to our dying unfinished is reflected in the lines of the poet William Wordsworth: "Suffering is permanent, obscure and dark, / and shares the nature of infinity" (5). the form of suffering we are trying to understand, the suffering linked to our dying unfinished, is permanent, obscure, and dark. We cannot simply comb the dictionaries of the world to find its definition. it is permanent and shares the nature of infinity. this form of suffering does not diminish or cease under any form of palliation. this form of suffering lasts as long as the being of humans last.
a second characteristic of this suffering relates to a statement of Eric Cassell's about suffering. Cassell said that persons suffer most profoundly when they face impending disintegration or destruction, and this suffering endures "until the threat of disintegration has passed or until the integrity of the person can be restored in some other manner" (6) . the profound suffering provoked by impending disintegration and death is not an unknown and is not the suffering we are seeking to understand in this meditation. the terms "existential suffering" or "spiritual suffering" are at times used in the palliative care literature in reference to the suffering described in Cassell's statement. Efforts are made to develop palliation for this form of profound suffering.
the one link in Cassell's statement to the suffering we are trying to understand is contained in the words "until the integrity of the person can be restored." our second characteristic is that the suffering we are tentatively naming "existential" is, in Wordsworth's words, permanent, because how can our deepest integrity ever be restored when it has never been realized or achieved and we exit from time unfinished? a third characteristic of the suffering linked to our dying unfinished is that this suffering is never consciously experienced as long as we are living buried lives (7) . Matthew arnold's image of the buried life has us covered down deeply, not under the earth, but under the relentless hustle and bustle of everyday life. He speaks of "our world-deafen'd ear" -we are so deafened by the world's ravings and doings that we simply cannot hear the sounds of our deepest silence (8) .
the poet rainer Maria rilke amplifies arnold's lament over our buried lives. in his introduction to The Selected Poetry of Rainer Maria Rilke (9), robert Hass hears rilke "arguing us back to the poverty of a great, raw, objectless longing," bringing us "up against the huge nakedness and poverty of human longing." the idea of a longing that is "objectless," that has no object, because no object could ever bring that longing to any sort of completion, is close to the permanent dark suffering woven deeply into all the strands of our being, into the being of humans who all die unfinished.
Under this provisional characterization of the suffering we are tentatively naming "existential," we now turn to the closing reflection of this meditation.
Do We All Die Unfinished?
if this question has any answer at all, that answer cannot be a simple, definitive "Yes" or "No." if there is an answer, it will be conditional, and the conditions to be met, or fulfilled, will only emerge from a deep, unending exploration of the being of human beings. that exploration has been ongoing since the dawn of human thought and is documented in all the great literature of the world. that literature is itself unfinished and in its being as literature reflects our own being as unfinished.
indeed, everything we are not stares back at what we are. and what are we? across the centuries and the millennia-long exploration of that question, one central insight returns over and over again, expressed in different languages and literary genres. it is the insight captured in the robert Hass lines about rilke, quoted earlier -the lines about the great, raw, objectless longing that human beings are. that literature explores the human spirit as an utterly unbounded force of desire and of longing. a longing, among other things, to create -a longing to hear things never heard before, to do things never done before, to create things never made before.
When we meet that stare from all that we are not, we cannot but see and feel how the unboundedness of the longing we are meets the poverty and emptiness of what we are now. that meeting place is where the deep suffering intertwined with our being arises. Because there are no limits to our being unfinished, that suffering is also limitless, a suffering, in Words worth's words, that shares the nature of infinity.
at the place where this suffering arises and breaks into human consciousness, palliative care, i think, confronts a profound limit. that limit, however, may remain hidden under an unexamined assumption that palliative care possesses unlimited power to relieve human suffering.
